Cancer is an evolutionary process that arises due to mutations and expands through the selection of clones with higher reproductive success that will outcompete their peers. Most tumors require many mutations to explain the cancer phenotype, making it difficult to identify the gene(s) that confer the reproductive fitness to the clone. Moreover, the impact of any oncogene is context dependent: it can increase the fitness of particular stages of cell differentiation but not other stages. In addition, the fitness advantage of an oncogene is not irreversible: sometimes it can be reversed with targeted therapy, for example. The understanding of these dynamical processes and their consequences may be greatly simplified when addressed from an evolutionary perspective. Using the dynamics of chronic myeloid leukemia-perhaps the best understood human neoplasm-as an example, we show how three fundamental evolutionary behaviors provide insights into the dynamics of this disease: (1) BCR-ABL does not affect the reproductive success of any cell within the stem cell pool (resulting therefore in neutral drift), (2) BCR-ABL expression gives a fitness (selective) advantage to progenitor cells, and (3) imatinib therapy reduces the fitness of progenitor cells expressing the oncogene (selective disadvantage) and consequently leads to significant reductions in disease burden. These three different evolutionary dynamics scenarios based on the interpretation of mutation and gene expression as potentially leading to a fitness imbalance of cell populations clearly explain the course of the disease, providing as such a better grasp of cancer dynamics and the role of related therapies.
Introduction

Multicellularity
The emergence of multicellularity was one of the major transitions in evolution and occurred independently several times in the history of life on Earth. [1] [2] [3] Multicellularity brought with it several advantages to organisms, including (1) resistance to predation, (2) functional specialization and division of labor between cells, and (3) more efficient energy utilization. 4 However, multicellularity required that the majority of cells within the organism (the soma) "sacrificed" their reproductive potential 1, [4] [5] [6] such that only the germ cells are responsible for reproduction of the organism. This not withstanding, essentially all tissues in the body undergo turnover, and in order to maintain tissue homeostasis, somatic cells still require a limited reproductive potential.
Because cells can acquire mutations either due to errors during DNA replication 7 or as a consequence of exposure to genotoxic agents, most tissues have an architecture that limits the probability that mutant cells survive for long periods of time. 8 Every epithelium in the body as well as hematopoiesis are organized in a hierarchical manner: at the root, one finds stem cells that divide at a relatively slow pace, being able to self-renew and give rise to more committed progenitor cells. Progenitor cells replicate faster, and their daughter cells differentiate even further until mature cells are produced that cannot divide and generally live for a short period of time. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Cancer is one of the consequences of multicellularity. The acquisition of mutations is a stochastic process, and as a result, the probability that a given specific mutation occurs depends on the number of cells at risk, the mutation rate, and the life expectancy of the host.
14 Of course, whether a mutation leads to a given phenotype depends on the host cell where it occurs 15 and on the mutation type. It is easy to see that in any "average"-sized human being with ~10 14 cells, there will be many cells with a mutation in any given gene because the normal mutation rate has been estimated 1 to be ~10 −7 per gene per replication. 16 Cancer is not more frequent because (1) many mutations, being context and cell specific, do not occur in cells with the potential to cause cancer 15 ; (2) most mutations are deleterious to the cell and, as a consequence, will lead to cell death; (3) one specific mutation is normally not enough to lead to cancer, 17, 18 and hence the cell will have to live for a long enough time to acquire the additional mutations necessary for transformation 19 ; and (4) immune surveillance may eliminate mutant cells. 20, 21 Genomic instability may enhance the probability that mutations occur, 22 but it is not essential for the development of cancer. [23] [24] [25] Recently, it has been shown that many tumors have a hierarchical cellular organization similar to normal tissues. 26 The bulk of the tumor population is composed of relatively short-lived cells, with their population being maintained by cancer stem cells (CSC). Initially described in acute myeloid leukemia, 27 CSC now appear to be present in most tumors, 26, 28 although some skeptics claim that their existence is an artifact of xenotransplantation in immunodeficient mice. One of the questions that arises relates to the cellular origin of these CSC. There is evidence that normal stem cells (e.g., hematopoietic stem cells, HSC) can become CSC due to acquired mutations, 26 but it is also possible that more differentiated cells reacquire stem celllike properties due to mutations.
29,30
Evolution
Evolution is a natural consequence of reproduction, mutation, and selection within populations. 5 Given the large number of cells in most multicellular organisms and the inevitable occurrence of mutations, aberrant clones are developing in such organisms (e.g., in the human body) all the time, at par with normal cells. The natural history of such clones depends on the location of the initiating mutant cell within the hierarchical organization of the specific tissue and the reproductive advantage (fitness) that the mutation(s) confer(s) to the cell that harbors it. Cells with a higher relative fitness on average will have more progeny cells, enabling the mutant cell population to expand and outcompete its neighbors, whereas cells harboring a deleterious mutation tend to have a reduced average reproductive fitness that normally would result in elimination of the clone. Many mutations do not alter the fitness of the cell (neutral fitness), and the number of cells harboring such a mutation can only change (increase or decrease) stochastically by neutral drift. 31 In such a scenario, the outcome depends sensitively on the size of the populations that are competing with each other. Large populations are protected from significant invasions of neutral mutations, but they are at increased risk from mutant clones with a higher fitness.
14 Finally, it is also likely that many mutations present in cancer cells have no impact on the tumor phenotype, and these have been labeled "passenger mutations." 32, 33 Mutations causing cancer typically increase the fitness of cells either by enhancing their reproductive potential or by generally prolonging their survival. 8, 12, [23] [24] [25] 34, 35 Furthermore, enhanced reproductive fitness need not derive from the replication rate of a single cell, being instead observed at a cell population level 36 : a different probability of self-renewal of mutant cells compared to their competitors may be enough to enable one clone to eventually outgrow another. 37 Although these concepts are generally accepted, it has been difficult to apply them specifically to any tumor. The difficulty with this approach lies at multiple levels, including (1) many tumors arise due to the cumulative effect of multiple mutations, making it difficult to infer the specific impact of a given gene on reproductive fitness; (2) fitness is a phenotypic property that is defined by the environment where the mutant cell exists, and it is difficult to reproduce this environment in vitro; and (3) drugs that specifically alter the fitness of cancer cells are uncommon.
We believe that chronic myeloid leukemia (CML) is a paradigm-setting neoplasm that illustrates all aspects of tumor evolution from neutral drift to cells with higher fitness due to oncogene expression and reduced fitness as a result of targeted therapy. In the following, we discuss these evolutionary aspects of cancer using CML as a prototypic example.
Chronic Myeloid Leukemia
CML is a classic myeloproliferative neoplasm. 38, 39 The disease is characterized by the presence of the Philadelphia chromosome, 40 that is, the outcome of a balanced translocation between chromosomes 9 and 22 [t(9;22)]. As a result, the c-abl proto-oncogene, present on chromosome 9, is translocated to the major breakpoint cluster region (bcr) on chromosome 22 with the formation of the BCR-ABL fusion gene and the aberrant expression of the BCR-ABL oncogene. 41 This oncoprotein is the target of imatinib mesylate, the first of a series of reversible abl-kinase inhibitors [42] [43] [44] that gives high response rates in patients with this disease 45 -that is, it leads to a significant reduction of disease burden in the chronic phase of the disease. It is generally accepted that BCR-ABL expression alone is enough for the development of the chronic phase of CML. 46 This is supported by animal models where aberrant expression of BCR-ABL in hematopoietic stem cells (more precisely, CD34+ hematopoietic cells) leads to a condition similar to the chronic phase of the disease. 47, 48 Moreover, the agespecific incidence of CML is also compatible with a single mutation ("one-hit") event. 49 Because BCR-ABL is found in both myeloid and lymphoid cells, including a small fraction of T and NK cells, 50 one concludes that CML is a true HSC disorder. A characteristic feature of CML is an expansion of hematopoietic cell output, with an increase in the circulating number of granulocytes and their precursors, as well as extramedullary hematopoiesis leading to splenomegaly. Although normal marrow output in an adult is ~3.5 × 10 11 cells/day, hematopoietic output in patients with CML often exceeds 10 12 cells/day. 46 
Neutral Evolution: CML Stem Cells
Several studies have now shown that patients with CML have a population of primitive cells (that can be CD34+ or CD34-) that harbor the Philadelphia chromosome but do not express BCR-ABL. [51] [52] [53] [54] Clearly, these cells are independent of BCR-ABL and would not be expected to be sensitive to tyrosine kinase inhibitor therapy. In addition, it has been argued that BCR-ABL expression in HSC does not enhance their self-renewal properties. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] Consequently, it is not surprising that there is also (indirect) independent evidence suggesting that the HSC pool may not expand in this disease. 29, 36, 60 Experimental and theoretical estimates show that the pool of active HSC in humans is small and of the order of 400, and these cells replicate slowly-on average, each cell replicates once per year. [61] [62] [63] The appearance of the first HSC with the t(9;22) is a rare event because the probability of any chromosomal translocation in a cell is of the order of 10 −5 (per cell per replication), and as discussed above, the number of active HSC is small and cells replicate slowly. Because primitive HSC may not express BCR-ABL, they will not be influenced by it, and so the time development of the HSC population that harbors the t(9;22) abnormality will be determined by neutral drift. A convenient framework in which to describe such a process is via the well-known Moran process from population genetics. We have estimated that, in most patients, the number of active CSC is probably less than 8. 64 Perhaps this small number of CSC may be a surprise to the reader because it appears "easy" to induce a disease like CML by injecting human CML progenitor cells in immunosuppressed mice. Although these cells engraft, if the mice are observed long enough, the clone disappears, 65 which supports the idea that cells injected in mice are not CSC but early progenitor cells. On the other hand, this small number of CSC would be expected, given that their dynamics is governed by neutral drift, as BCR-ABL does not seem to affect stem cells dynamics.
Neutral drift has implications for the fate of the clone. After the appearance of the first CSC, the mutant cell can be selected to divide. If the cell divides, the clone will expand, increasing the probability that the patient will develop disease. On the other hand, the CSC may be selected for export from the active stem cell pool. The export of such a cell to the progenitor pool will start the process leading to disease 66 (see below). Under neutral drift, both selection processes occur with the same probability, and hence it is possible that all CSC are selected for export, disappearing from the HSC population. Indeed, it is possible to show that in a substantial fraction of virtual patients with simulated CML, the stem cell(s) in which the disease originated are no longer contributing to hematopoiesis when increased marrow output leads to the diagnosis of CML, the disease being maintained by the inertia of progenitor cells that derived from the differentiation of the leukemic stem cell(s). 66 
Fitness Advantage: CML Progenitor Cells
It has been shown that progenitor cells that express BCR-ABL produce IL-3 and G-CSF that may act in an autocrine fashion to enhance the self-renewal of these leukemic progenitors leading to clonal expansion. 67, 68 In the language of evolution, leukemic progenitors acquire a relative fitness advantage compared to normal progenitors, unlike CSC and HSC, which undergo neutral evolution. Such a fitness advantage leads to the expansion of the leukemic progenitor population, which enables CML progenitors to take over hematopoiesis and effectively drive the disease. Therefore, while CML arises in the HSC, it is driven by the expanded progenitor cell clone.
Combining mathematical modeling of hematopoiesis and CML (see below) with serial BCR-ABL data from patients with CML who were being treated with imatinib 64 allowed us to determine the level of enhancement of limited self-renewal of progenitor cells. 69, 70 A major difference between HSC and progenitor self-renewal is that HSC can self-renew for a much longer time than progenitor cells. Hence, HSC contribute to hematopoiesis for years while committed progenitor cells may contribute to hematopoiesis for just a few weeks to months.
9,26
A mathematical model of hematopoiesis. Under normal conditions, hematopoiesis can be metaphorically represented by a multicompartmental model in dynamic equilibrium in which cells transfer from one compartment to the next, in a conveyor belt fashion, as they become increasingly differentiated (see Fig. 1 ). 9 As stated before, in a healthy adult, approximately 400 HSC, each replicating on average once per year, 61, 63 are responsible for a daily marrow output of ~3.5 × 10 11 cells. In any compartment i downstream of the stem cell pool, a cell division leads to two daughter cells that are either (1) transferred to the next downstream compartment (i + 1, compatible with differentiation) or (2) stay in the same compartment, as the daughter cells retain the properties of their parent (self-renewal). 9 Under stationary conditions, the size of each compartment remains constant on average. The probability of differentiation (ε) is for simplicity considered to be constant across hematopoiesis while the corresponding probability of selfrenewal is given by 1 − ε. The normal (physiologic) value of ε was determined as ε 0 = 0.85. In the case of normal hematopoiesis, our estimate of the total number of replications (K) that link HSC with the circulating blood cell compartment is 31, whereas the exponential increase in replication rate that occurs between compartments is r ≈ 1.26. 9 Our estimate for K (~31) is similar to prior predictions, [71] [72] [73] and the estimated values of both ε and r are essentially independent of the number of HSC contributing to hematopoiesis, strongly suggesting that they constitute characteristic features of hematopoiesis.
The same model can be employed to understand serial BCR-ABL data from patients with CML under therapy. In accord with what was discussed before, the phenotypic effect of BCR-ABL expression in CML cells is to enhance their selfrenewal capability, which corresponds, in the model, to a change of ε from ε 0 = 0.85 to ε CML = 0.72, 64 compatible with what Marley et al. 74, 75 have reported. Such a change in ε has consequences in what concerns the fitness of CML cells. The existence of two cell populations with different properties leads the hematopoietic system to evolve toward a new stationary regime in which the two cell populations coexist. Because ε CML = 0.72 compared to ε 0 = 0.85, CML cell numbers grow faster with compartment number than normal cell numbers. As a result, one observes that the number of normal cells contributing to hematopoiesis decreases in CML compared to normal (CML-free) conditions. We may recast this information in an evolutionary perspective by computing the ratio between the probability of self-renewal and that of differentiation for these different cell types, which is independent of their number and is given by r = fitness advantage in evolutionary terms. 76 Given this value for the relative fitness advantage of CML progenitors, the takeover of hematopoiesis by the CML clone is not surprising, even though it is known that normal HSC persist in the bone marrow of patients with this disease. 57, 59, 77 In addition, because it appears that differentiation in hematopoiesis is linked to replication, the enhanced self-renewal of leukemic progenitors leads to more cell divisions on the path to circulating blood and consequently to an "output" of cells with shorter telomeres compared to normal cells. 78 Therefore, CML progenitors take over hematopoiesis by increasing their selfrenewal compared to normal progenitors, a process that takes considerable time but yields a robust exponential growth of the CML cell population. Indeed, the model is compatible with the observation that it takes approximately 5 years from the initial insult to the diagnosis of disease. 64, 66, 79 Lower Fitness: BCR-ABL and Imatinib Therapy
The same combination of mathematical modeling with serial data enables an estimate of the impact of imatinib therapy on the behavior of CML progenitors. Interestingly, it is found that imatinib reduces the self-renewal probability of CML progenitor cells from ε (Fig.  1) . 64 This model prediction turns out to be compatible with experimental observations of the growth kinetics of CFU-GM isolated from patients with CML and exposed to pharmacologically achievable concentrations of imatinib in vitro. 42, 75 Such values of ε IMAT imply that imatinib-treated cells are now evolutionarily disadvantageous. Using the same reasoning as in the previous section, the relative fitness disadvantage of CML cells in the presence of imatinib can be calculated as f IMAT = 0.70. 76 Therefore, from an evolutionary standpoint, imatinib therapy reduces the fitness advantage of CML progenitors compared to normal progenitors, enabling the latter to regain control of hematopoiesis. Under imatinib therapy, CML cells transit through hematopoiesis faster but are unable to amplify their population. As a consequence, CML cells exiting hematopoiesis for the circulation have longer telomeres compared to untreated controls. 80 This reduced fitness in the presence of a drug may explain why imatinib therapy is so effective in reducing the disease burden in CML.
Conclusions
We have presented an evolutionary dynamic view of CML, perhaps the best understood human neoplasm. The disease illustrates many aspects that are at the core of evolutionary biology: (1) neutral fitness of cells (CML stem cells) that impart a significant stochastic component to disease progression and can have major implications as a consequence of their offspring; (2) high fitness of CML progenitors that take over hematopoiesis, leading to disease diagnosis; and (3) conditional reduced fitness in the presence of specific drug therapy that suppresses the impact of an oncogene on the cell that expresses it. Clearly, the phenotype is context dependent, and the impact of a gene depends on not only the cell where it is expressed but also the environment that may select for or against it. Viewed in this way, the appearance of an HSC with BCR-ABL is similar to the proverbial butterfly that can lead to a hurricane by fluttering its wings. Neutral evolution need not be benign 81 : the downstream consequences of a neutral mutation can be highly significant and even deadly. This evolutionary perspective on cancer dynamics can help us to understand how the disease unfolds in time and its response to therapy and also explains phenomena that are difficult to grasp from a more traditional clinical point of view.
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